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Mega Trends
Three “mega trends” have been
driving and disrupting the global
economy and real estate markets at
least since the Global Financial Crisis
(GFC) and they will remain powerful
forces for many years to come.

1

Population aging: At the top of this

list sits the predictable and inescapable
demographic trend of population aging, a
powerful force that has important implications
for the U.S. economy and real estate demand.

2

Low growth and low yield: The

aging trend figures prominently in the second
mega trend, the slow growth and low yield
world that has characterized the economic
and investment environment since the GFC
and is unlikely to change materially in the
decade ahead.

3

Tech Disruption: Finally, the third mega

trend, disruptive technology, is as potent and
all-encompassing as it is difficult to capture
fully. Technology is clearly affecting every
aspect of the real estate business – from the
design and use of space, to tenant demand,
property investment, and asset management.
While robotics and automation will inevitably
replace some human jobs, these and other
technological advancements may very well
be our best hope for escaping the low growth
world and for offsetting some of the effects of
population aging.
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Population Aging
Demographic trends are a fundamental driver of all things in the economy, including both the magnitude and
nature of demand for all types of property. While most people are probably familiar with the dominant generational
cohorts of the population today, namely the baby boomers and millennials, the most powerful demographic trend,
population aging, transcends generational boundaries and will have profound effects on real estate demand,
investment opportunities and risks.
Population aging is a global mega trend that is being driven by slower birth rates and increasing longevity. In
absolute terms, the U.S. population is still growing at a relatively robust pace by developed country standards. The
U.S. has been adding around 2.3 million people annually, on average, since 2010, and growth is expected to remain
slightly below that level in the decade ahead. To put that into perspective, 2.3 million people is roughly equivalent
to adding the population of the city of Houston each year, which obviously is positive for U.S. real estate demand
in the aggregate. However, the growth rate has been slowing since the 1990s and will continue trending lower
as gains from natural increase (i.e., the number of births minus deaths) decline further. In fact, based on current
immigration policies, by 2030 net international migration is projected to account for more than half of the annual
population growth in the U.S., and that share will increase to about two-thirds by 2040.1
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“Demographic Turning Points for the United States:
Population Projections for 2020 to 2060,” Current
Population Reports, P25-1144, U.S. Census Bureau,
March 2018

At the same time, life expectancy in the U.S. and globally has been increasing more or less steadily for decades.
According to the OECD, in the U.S. life expectancy at birth has increased by about nine years since 1960 to around
79 years in 2016. Compounding the effects of slower population growth and increasing longevity is the aging of
the baby boomer generation – the 73+ million Americans born between 1946 and 1964. The oldest baby boomers
began turning 65 in 2011, and by 2030 all baby boomers will be 65 or older. Not long thereafter, around 2035, the
65+ age group is projected to outnumber children (i.e., those under 18 years old) for the first time in U.S. history. 2
Exhibit 1: Population Growth is Decelerating
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Exhibit 2: Population Aging is Accelerating
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“Demographic Turning Points for the United States: Population Projections for 2020
to 2060,” Current Population Reports, P25-1144, U.S. Census Bureau, March 2018
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One consequence of the slower growth and aging trends is the deceleration in the growth of the working-age
population, or those age 18-64. This segment of the U.S. population began growing strongly during the 1960s as
the baby boomers moved into the labor force, and it continued to expand at a healthy pace through the 1990s and
2000s, adding about two million people per year as millennials, those born 1981-1996, and immigrants sustained
the pace set by the boomers. The post-millennial cohort, known as Gen-Z, spans from 1997-2012 and at their
peak will be even larger than the millennials. However, working-age population growth has slowed in the current
decade largely because baby boomers are leaving the workforce faster than the young people (primarily Gen-Z) are
entering the labor market.
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Going forward, growth of the U.S. working-age population will become increasingly dependent on continued
immigration to remain positive. Based on projections from the Pew Research Center, without new immigrants the
age 25-64 cohort, an alternative measure of the working-age population, would post an outright decline between
2015 and 2035 of about seven million to around 166 million, or nearly 18 million below the expected level based on
current immigration policies.3
Baby boomers have tended to set their own course rather than follow historical precedents, so there is always
risk around trying to predict their behavior based on patterns observed among older generations. For example,
employment data suggests baby boomers are staying in the labor force beyond age 65. Over the past decade, the
labor force participation rate among the 65+ population has increased to about 20% from around 17%, which is
an encouraging trend that, if it continues, should help to offset the slower growth in the working-age population.4
But it seems reasonable to expect that the composition and level of consumer spending will be different when
seniors make up a larger share than children of the U.S. population.
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“Immigration projected to drive growth in U.S.
working-age population through at least 2035,”
Pew Research Center, March 2017
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Current Population Survey, April 2019, U.S.
Census Bureau and Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Exhibit 3: Working-age Population Growth Is Projected to Fall by Half

The most powerful demographic trend, population aging, transcends
generational boundaries and will have profound effects on real
estate demand, investment opportunities and risks.
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The Consumer Expenditure Survey data published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) consistently shows
reduced spending among older households. While the smaller average size of older households in the survey
likely explains some of the difference, the composition of spending points to an unsurprising shift in consumption
away from the types of goods that younger households might favor (e.g., apparel) toward health-related goods and
services. As shown below in the 2016-2017 BLS survey, seniors households not only spent less on average than all
other age group categories except those under 25, they also devoted a much larger share of their budget (14.6%) to
health-related expenses – more than double the share among households in the under-25 and 25-34 age groups.
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Exhibit 4: Less Consumption, More Health-related Expenditures
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For real estate investors, the aging population and increased spending on health-related services and medical
care have already translated into growing demand for seniors housing, medical office and other facilities offering
services that appeal to seniors, including entertainment. But the aging trend will become an even more powerful
demand driver in coming decades. As importantly, in markets where growth in the seniors population is expected
to be particularly robust, there is likely to be a big multiplier effect as well in terms of demand for all types of
commercial and residential property to support workers and families directly and indirectly employed by businesses
and institutions serving seniors.
To the extent immigrants will be driving future population and labor force growth in the U.S., urban and suburban
markets in the West and South, regions that historically have captured a disproportionate share of immigrants,
should have a more favorable long-term demand profile for all types of property.5 That said, the outlook for major
cities with large concentrations of immigrants, such as New York and Washington, D.C., should continue to benefit
from structurally higher demand as well.

5.

“Key findings about U.S. immigrants,” Pew Research Center, November 2018
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Low Growth, Low Yield World
A little more than a decade has passed since PIMCO’s leaders made their case for “The New Normal,” a post-GFC
world in which growth, investment returns, and interest rates would remain below average for years to come while
the financial markets deleveraged, banks recapitalized, and the real economy healed. Although some features of
that world never materialized as envisioned and others have since reverted to more familiar, longer-term levels, the
low growth and low yield qualities have proven more enduring than predicted and indeed seem likely to persist as
defining characteristics of a challenging “New, New Normal” landscape for investors.
The most significant challenge for the global economy over the coming decades will come from the effects of
the demographic forces noted above. The demographic outlook for the U.S. is fairly rosy compared with most
developed countries thanks largely to the projected boost from immigration. But even in the U.S., population
aging and the slower growth of the working-age population will shift the burden of economic growth more fully
onto productivity gains as the key growth driver. Advances in technology (e.g., artificial intelligence, self-driving
vehicles, robotics, etc.) may very well boost productivity in the future and lead to periods of robust productivity
gains, but without the population and labor force growth that historically has underpinned the economy, trend
growth is likely to be lower going forward.6
A more direct consequence of the demographic changes will be the potential impacts on the economy from
reduced consumption and increased spending to support a growing seniors population. The growth of the 65+
population in absolute terms and as a percent of the U.S. population will cause the dependency ratio, which
measures the potential burden of young and old dependents on the working-age population, to increase and to
shift from children to retirees. While the dependency ratio is not projected to reach the levels seen during the 60s
and 70s, when young dependents, mostly baby boomers, pushed the rate above 80%, it is still expected to rise
materially, and the increase will be driven by older dependents.
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“What if we live in a low-return world? Implications
for pension funds,” JP Morgan Asset Management,
July 2015

Exhibit 5: U.S. Population Dependency Ratios by Decade
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As noted earlier, seniors households have consistently spent less overall while devoting a larger share of their budget
to health-related expenditures. While this creates obvious headwinds for consumption, the impact of the changes
in the dependency ratio is even more problematic for the public sector, which is already carrying a massive debt
burden. With the 65+ population growing faster than the working-age population and seniors living longer,
government spending on healthcare and retiree benefits is set to increase dramatically. Funding this increase
while maintaining current spending levels for other, “discretionary” items in the budget, including investments in
areas that historically have been catalysts for productivity gains such as infrastructure and education, will require
either raising revenues substantially or running large fiscal deficits. The former option obviously would hurt
consumption, while the latter will not only exacerbate the public sector debt burden, but also will cause the cost of
servicing the debt to rise.7
It is always possible that growth will surprise to the upside. The millennial and Gen-Z cohorts are large in
absolute numbers – comprised of roughly 72 million and 86 million people, respectively. The entire millennial
generation is now of working age (i.e., 18-64), and the oldest Gen-Z-ers began entering the workforce in 2015.
Collectively, they should possess massive spending power that will likely peak in the 2030s and 2040s, which will
provide a boost to consumption.

7.

According to an analysis by the Peter G. Peterson Foundation, projections by the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) call for interest costs to service the federal
debt to nearly quadruple over the next 30 years to 6.3% of GDP from 1.6% in
2018. For context, from 1968 to 2017 annual federal spending on education,
infrastructure (ex-defense) and R&D combined averaged about 2.5% of GDP.
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But the headwinds from the demographic forces
are formidable. Not only are both previously
mentioned younger generations saddled with
debts from education expenses, but Gen X is
substantially smaller than the baby boomer cohort
– approximately 50 million people compared to
roughly 75 million, respectively. Consequently,
Gen X will spend considerably less during their
peak earning years compared to other generations,
resulting in weaker consumer spending that will
reverberate through the U.S. economy, given that
consumer spending accounts for more than twothirds of GDP.

rapidly aging population, largely due to the one-child
policy that ended a few years ago.

Unfortunately, the long-term outlook for growth
is even more challenging for developed countries
other than the U.S.. Populations of most developed
countries are either shrinking (in the case of Japan
and Italy) or aging more rapidly than the U.S. and
will increasingly require more resources to care for
retirees. Managing this transition will be especially
tricky in Europe due to the structural challenges of
the Eurozone. Developing markets should continue
to drive global growth, but even China faces a

While there is no guarantee that Treasury bond yields
won’t eclipse the 5.1% peak level in 2006 during the
previous cycle, long-term bond yields have largely
resisted moves in short-term rates in recent years.
While 10-year Treasury yields moved up from the
lows, the response was muted. The reaction, or lack
thereof, is similar to the previous tightening cycle
before the GFC. Starting in June 2004, the Fed raised
rates 17 times (425 bps total) over a two-year period
but long-term rates barely budged.
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Against a backdrop of lower trend growth going
forward, it is less surprising that long-term bond yields
have struggled to get back to pre-GFC levels. Today’s
low yields are partly a function of the extraordinary
actions on the part of the Federal Reserve and other
central banks in the wake of the GFC. But as the
chart below shows, bond yields have been in secular
decline for the past four decades. Notably, in each
cyclical expansion since the early 1980s, 10-year
Treasury bond yields have peaked at levels below the
peak in the prior expansion.

Exhibit 6: U.S. Treasury Bond Yields (monthly)
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The long-term downward trend in yields has not been limited to U.S. sovereign debt. Government bond yields
across most of the developed world show a similar historical trend and many countries are still sitting at or near
historic lows. Likewise, corporate borrowing costs and property yields have trended lower as “risk-free” rates
have fallen, recording lower peaks and lower troughs with each cycle. For the most part, liquidity for issues and
assets offering secure yields in the corporate bond and property markets has ranged from good to excellent.
The Federal Reserve’s accommodative monetary policy (i.e., historically low interest rates) played an increasingly
vital role in driving economic growth over the past decade while fiscal policy languished primarily due to
Congressional gridlock. Should this trend continue, monetary policy may become progressively more politicized,
with both sides of the political aisle favoring accommodative interest rates in an effort to sustain a healthy economy
in lieu of fiscal policy. Furthermore, the federal budget deficit is forecast to approach $1 trillion dollars in
2019 for the first time since the GFC and is expected to average $1.2 trillion annually between 2020 and 2029.
Similarly, Federal debt held by the public is projected to grow from 78 percent of GDP in 2019 to 92 percent in
2029—the largest share since 1947 and more than twice the 50-year average. Lower interest rates will help reduce
the financing cost of the ballooning federal debt balance, and when combined with the politicization of monetary
policy, the current low interest rate environment is likely to persist over the long term.
The low growth, low yield environment that appears likely to remain in place for at least the next decade is
challenging for investors, especially pension plans and retirees. For pension plans, today’s low yields not only
depress expected returns, they also erode funding ratios by increasing the present value of future liabilities.
This can have several knock-on effects, including encouraging individuals to reduce consumption and increase
savings for retirement, which obviously will add to growth worries, and encouraging investors generally to seek out
alternative investments offering more attractive returns and/or high quality, durable cash flows.
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As an asset class, real estate has already seen a meaningful increase in institutional allocations over the past two
decades, which has contributed to the downward trend in cap rates shown in Exhibit 7; and with more investors
looking beyond traditional stock and bond allocations for enhanced returns and secure yields, commercial property
should continue to attract capital. Broadly speaking, these increased capital flows can be transmitted through
three primary channels: providing liquidity for existing assets in the traditional “investable universe” (e.g., core
property types and markets well-represented in benchmark indices); funding new development; and expanding the
opportunity set to include new markets, property types and strategies.
Exhibit 7: Property Yields and Corporate Bonds Have Trended Lower Over Time
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In the current cycle, capital has flowed into all three channels. Sustained capital inflows clearly have pushed prices
higher, particularly for stabilized assets in gateway markets. Longer-term, increased investor demand will not
eliminate valuation cycles, but a larger capital base in a low growth, low yield world should keep cap rates well
anchored. Barring an extreme, GFC-style financial market meltdown or 1980s-style development boom, cap rates
for stabilized core assets are likely to remain in the lower half of their longer-term historical ranges, somewhere
between recent trough levels and longer-term averages. That said, lower yields will make real estate returns even
more sensitive to fixed costs and capital expenditures. Investors, therefore, should demand a premium for property
types, such as office and retail, that require relatively higher levels of capex to maintain occupancy and their
competitive position in the market.
Investor appetite for development has also increased as the cycle has advanced, with more investors opting
for “build-to-core” strategies to avoid competing directly for stabilized assets in the transaction market. While
supply has rebounded from the depressed levels in the years following the GFC, it has been relatively subdued overall
most likely due to limited availability of debt capital for construction loans from traditional lenders. Multifamily has
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Exhibit 8: Cap Rates Likely to Remain Below Long-term Averages
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been an exception to the disciplined supply narrative
and has seen a robust pipeline of new development this
cycle, much of which has targeted luxury rentals in
gateway markets. But with single family construction
and homeownership rates still well below historical
“normal” levels, renter demand has kept rents firm and
growing in most markets.
Over the next decade, housing affordability could
become a defining issue for the real estate industry.
This challenge is potentially a threat to cities in the U.S.,
especially if young people, working-class professionals,
and service providers critical for supporting rapid
urban growth are unable to attain affordable housing.
Therefore, the ramifications associated with affordable
housing will impact the real estate industry as well as the
nation’s socioeconomic structure.
Several factors have contributed to the affordable
housing issue. The increased demand for rental housing
has led to rising rental prices that have outpaced wage
increases across the country. Additionally, apartment
construction has been near record levels in recent
years with most of the new deliveries focused on Class
A product that typically have rents which fall outside
what would be considered practical for the average U.S.
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household. Affordability issues have even begun to
limit rental growth in high-end Class A product in some
submarkets and urban centers as well. While demand
for Class A product in major markets remains relatively
stable, prudent investors should look for complementary
alternatives in other investments, either within those
markets or by pursuing investment in submarkets and
other cities with more favorable affordability metrics.
Market participants have struggled to provide a
comprehensive and viable solution that also meets
commercial return requirements, but investors are
beginning to take a more innovative approach to
this issue, particularly regarding new development.
Aside from delivering inclusionary housing as part of
established local zoning requirements on new groundup developments in certain cities, possible solutions
could include:

A Technology-driven construction methods that could
potentially lower construction cost and reduce
delivery schedules

A Creation of mixed-use, ex-urban nodes to ease pressure
on urban centers while offering an affordable solution

A Public-private cooperation to encourage and facilitate
more housing that helps offset high land prices

Perhaps most interestingly, investors have been expanding the range of opportunities they are willing to
consider, both geographically and product-wise, in search of higher yields and to avoid “crowded trades.”
Strategies targeting non-U.S. markets, alternative property types (e.g., student housing, self storage, data centers,
manufactured housing) and mezzanine/debt opportunities are attracting significant interest. The expanded
opportunity set is a positive development for investors and for the real estate industry as a whole, but it also presents
new risks, some of which may be obvious today and others that likely will only become obvious in hindsight.
As always, the steeper learning curve in unfamiliar markets and property types means that underwriting must
carefully consider manager expertise, particularly for investments with a higher degree of operational intensity.
Exhibit 9: Annual Net Completions as % of Stock
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Exhibit 10: Average Annual Net Completions as % of Stock by Decade
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The digital revolution made possible by the explosive growth in computing power
and connectivity has unleashed myriad innovations that are disrupting not just
business models, but also how people work, live, commute and socialize.
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Tech Disruption
No survey of mega trends would be complete without a discussion of technology. Technology has always been
a source of disruption, but, after five-plus decades of Moore’s Law, tech has become a massive, ubiquitous force
affecting virtually all areas of the economy and society in developed and developing countries alike. The digital
revolution made possible by the explosive growth in computing power and connectivity has unleashed myriad
innovations that are disrupting not just business models, but also how people work, live, commute and socialize.
The scale and scope of tech’s impact make it impossible to fully capture the ways in which the digital revolution is
affecting commercial real estate. However, as a framework it can be helpful to think of how two waves of the digital
revolution, ecommerce and the sharing economy, are affecting real estate demand and use, and how a third wave,
distributed ledger technologies such as blockchain, might affect real estate going forward.

The PropTech Wave
PropTech is arguably one of the hottest topics in commercial real estate (CRE) today, and the vast amount of
venture capital interest suggests this trend is here to stay. In 2017, global investment in real estate tech hit an alltime high of $12.6 billion. Global real estate tech investments moderated to $9.6 billion in 2018; however, deal
volume rose 47% year-over-year. So, what exactly is PropTech? In short, it is a catch-all for the technological and
digital innovations relating to a property, and we have found that these enhancements generally fall within three
major categories (Discovery, Transactions, and Property Management), as shown in Exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1: PropTech Functions by Category
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While the unprecedented level of venture capital interest in PropTech has garnered plenty of media attention, in
some ways, it overshadows the technological evolution occurring amongst CRE investment managers. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that an increasing number of CRE firms are directly investing in these emerging technologies, as
well. The following list includes some of the more cutting-edge PropTech initiatives that have gained traction with
investment managers:
Advanced Property Management Solutions: Capturing vast amounts of data points on each property, allowing for
improved building operations, tenant satisfaction, and investment performance.
Cutting-Edge Construction Techniques: Accessing a suite of design, construction, and building solutions that will offer
significant savings in time and costs and have the potential to enhance returns materially.
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence (AI): Utilizing technology to enhance the investment decision-making
process via machine learning and predictive analytics, which can assist in the forecasting of downside protection
measures at the asset level during the underwriting, due diligence, and operation of a portfolio of assets.
Ultimately, PropTech appears to be a secular trend that will continue to gain momentum as more of these
innovative ideas and products find success. In time, investment managers will be in a unique position where they
must balance the use of this technology as a tool to enhance the investment decision-making process against their
institutional knowledge and human intuition.
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The Ecommerce Wave
The first wave of the digital revolution to have a major impact on commercial real estate, ecommerce, dates back to
the early 1990s and the earliest days of the commercialized internet, when the infrastructure of the world wide web
created an opportunity to disintermediate store-based retail sales.8 Retailers that specialized in goods that could be
easily digitized and distributed – namely, books and music – were the first to succumb. But after 20-plus years, as
technology and distribution have improved and consumers have grown more comfortable shopping and transacting
online, few if any segments of retail today are not competing directly or indirectly with digital platforms.
The potential for disruption from the growth of ecommerce is global in nature, but it is particularly acute in the
U.S. due to the “under-demolished” state of the retail property market and the relatively low penetration rate
of online sales. The U.S. boasts the highest retail space per capita of any developed country by a wide margin,
which may partly explain why the ecommerce penetration rate in the U.S. lags several developed countries as well
as China. Despite two decades of robust, almost uninterrupted growth, ecommerce sales still represent only about
10% of total U.S. retail sales, less than half the share in China.9 Obviously, a doubling in the penetration rate in the
U.S. would have serious implications for the retail real estate market.
Exhibit 11: U.S. Ecommerce Sales (quarterly, seasonally adjusted)
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With online sales capturing a disproportionate share of total U.S. retail sales growth, ecommerce will continue
to take market share away from store-based sales, hastening the demise of struggling retailers and uncompetitive
space.10 Store closings in the U.S. have been running at elevated levels for the past couple years as more retailers
have been forced to file for bankruptcy or rationalize their physical footprint due to competition from digital
platforms. That we are seeing increased levels of store closings during a period of relatively healthy economic
growth and solid personal consumption underscores the growing pressures that online sales are exerting on the
retail business today.
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8.

For context, Amazon’s IPO was in May 1997

9.

According to Statista, ecommerce accounted for 23.1%
of total retail sales in China in 2017 (source: https://
www.statista.com/statistics/255083/online-sales-asshare-of-total-retail-sales-in-selected-countries/).

10.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, ecommerce sales
have accounted for 25.7%, on average, of total retail
sales growth in the U.S. since 2010
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It has taken time for the effects of the growth in ecommerce to be felt more broadly, but for the warehouse sector
ecommerce has been a welcome, overwhelmingly positive development. Since the economy began to recover
after the GFC, surging ecommerce-fueled tenant demand has pushed warehouse occupancy rates to record levels,
driving rent and income growth even as supply has picked up. As shown in Exhibit 14, NOI growth for industrial
properties in the NCREIF Property Index has materially outperformed the overall composite index since 3q15.
Retail, on the other hand, has lagged for 21 consecutive quarters dating back to 1q14. Investors have responded
with increased industrial allocations and more aggressive pricing (in both the private and public markets) that
incorporates a more bullish outlook for earnings growth.
Exhibit 12: U.S. Store Closings Are Running at Recessionary Levels
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Exhibit 13: NCREIF Occupancy by Type
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Exhibit 14: Sector NOI Growth vs NPI Composite (trailing 4q)
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While ecommerce will continue to alter the retail landscape and shift tenant demand toward lower cost warehouse
space, it is important that investors recognize that it is neither universally negative for retail nor universally positive
for industrial property. Tenant demand for warehouse space is probably structurally higher going forward, which,
all else equal, may argue for lower cap rates. However, the sector will not be immune to the same capital market
and demand/supply fundamental cycles that have always played a major role in determining performance or from
other factors that might arise as technologies evolve. Changes in tenant demand will still occur more quickly
than the supply pipeline can adjust, and future tech advances – e.g., 3-D printing, autonomous vehicles, etc. –
certainly have the potential to affect location preferences, as well as design and construction requirements.
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Similarly, while ecommerce is accelerating the
Darwinian process that has always been a part of the
retail business, retailers and retail property owners
are adapting as they have done in the past. The
digital channel has altered the economics of sales,
marketing and distribution, and will force retailers
and retail property owners to revisit their strategies
for engaging customers and driving sales. For
retailers, more often than not this will require reducing
the physical footprint to focus more precisely on the
most productive locations; but it could also spawn
demand for other forms of physical outlets, such as
short-term “pop-up” locations. Likewise, the headlines
of retailer failures and store closings overshadow the
successes of stronger incumbents that have been
able to evolve into “omni-channel” platforms. When
executed well, the omni-channel model may even
confer competitive advantages over purely digital
platforms, which likely explains, at least in part, why
increasing numbers of pure-play online retailers are
adding or exploring physical outlets of their own.
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The Sharing Economy Wave
The same technology that has enabled ecommerce
to flourish has also been a catalyst for the growth and
evolution of the “sharing economy,” another wave
of the digital revolution which is disrupting a broad
range of businesses and, in the process, various sectors
of the commercial real estate market. At its core, the
sharing economy involves leveraging technology to
more efficiently allocate assets and resources within
a digitally connected community. For example, in
the networked economy, car-sharing services such as
ZipCar and ride-hailing platforms (e.g., Didi, Lyft,
Uber) have been able to disrupt a wide range of auto
and transportation-related businesses by exploiting
the inefficiencies of car ownership and excess capacity
in the existing auto fleet. Given the capital intensity
of real estate, the industry clearly is fertile ground for
business models that improve efficiency, but some
models are likely to prove more disruptive than others.

Lodging
The most familiar examples from the real estate
space are probably Airbnb and similar home-sharing
platforms (e.g., VRBO, HomeAway) that take aim at
the excess capacity in the residential market. Initially
dismissed by lodging incumbents as a complementary
alternative or, at worst, indirect competition, Airbnb
has grown rapidly since its launch in 2008 to become
the largest provider of short-stay accommodations
in the world. Today, with more than 6 million listings
in 65,000 cities across 191 countries worldwide, it’s
impossible to deny that Airbnb poses a threat not only
to traditional hotels and other forms of lodging, but also
to the original tech-enabled disruptors in the lodging
business, the online travel agencies (OTAs).
Estimates of Airbnb’s impact on RevPAR growth
and hotel profitability vary, but it is reasonable

to believe they have been a key factor holding
back RevPAR growth this cycle despite record
occupancies in many major markets. At the very
least, Airbnb and other room-sharing platforms
have accounted for a material and highly elastic
source of supply that can expand instantaneously
to meet surges in demand, so-called “compression
nights” when traditional lodging companies
typically would capture outsized profits from high
occupancies and increased daily rates. While
Airbnb has not made significant inroads regarding
business travel, which is a key revenue producer
for traditional hotels, the company has successfully
provided an alternative, often more affordable,
hoteling option to price conscious consumers.

Exhibit 15: Airbnb Listings Have Expanded Room Supply Significantly
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Co-working
The impact of space-sharing platforms in the office sector has been less disruptive to incumbents (i.e., property
owners) and perhaps even beneficial in the near term. Indeed, co-working platforms have been a welcome source
of growing demand in an otherwise tepid office leasing market post-GFC. WeWork has been a leader in the race to
establish a global presence. Over the past several years, the company has absorbed millions of square feet in major
office markets around the world, including more than five million square feet in Manhattan alone, making it the
largest private occupier of office space in London, Manhattan and Washington, D.C.11

11.

“WeWork Becomes Biggest Private Office Tenant in Manhattan,”
WeWork press release, September 17, 2018
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According to Colliers International, although “flexible” office space still represents a relatively small share (<2%) of
the office inventory in the 19 major office markets surveyed in their annual report, co-working platforms accounted
for nearly one-third of office absorption from 2016 through 2q18.12 And the co-working movement is not limited
to the office sector. Retail landlords and tenants, including mall REIT Macerich and office supply stores Staples
and Office Depot, and several lodging companies have either signed agreements with co-working platforms
or launched their own to enhance their product offering for their customers by taking advantage of vacant or
underutilized space.
While the short-term impact of the growth in co-working appears mostly positive for property owners as a source
of incremental demand and as an amenity available for tenants and customers, the longer-term effects are less
clear. For office landlords with exposure to WeWork, with its well documented challenges, it remains to be
seen how the co-working model will perform during an economic downturn. Proponents of co-working expect
flexible space will prove resilient during recessions, but it remains mostly untested in an environment of shrinking
tenant demand.
More generally, there is at least the potential that co-working space could cannibalize demand from traditional
occupiers and accelerate the trend toward more flexible lease terms and more efficient, denser workspace
requirements. As the co-working concept has evolved from a shared office product for individuals and small
startups to a flexible workspace alternative that medium and larger size companies can use as an integral part of
their corporate real estate strategy, property owners face increasing pressure to adapt to the leasing dynamics and
additional services co-working service providers have introduced in the market.13 At a minimum, this seems likely
to add to the operational intensity of managing assets and potentially could undermine office leasing economics
due to increased operating costs and capex requirements and shorter lease terms.

12.
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13.

“2019 U.S. Flexible Workspace and
Coworking: Established, Expanding and
Evolving,” Colliers International
Ibid

Co-living
Lastly, the sharing economy is also giving rise to new
business models in the residential sector with the
development of co-living concepts. Although efficiency
is a fundamental principle of the co-living model,
unlike the examples of home-sharing and co-working
cited above, the co-living opportunity is partly a
response to the inadequate capacity of the existing
housing stock rather than excess capacity. Since the
GFC, most of the new housing supply in major urban
areas and high-growth suburban markets where job
creation has been strongest has targeted high-income
renters and buyers; and there is some evidence that
home-sharing has exacerbated the shortage of more
affordable units by re-allocating supply in certain
markets to short-term accommodations.
As a result, housing costs have increased at a much
faster rate than wages, making it difficult for workers
from across the socioeconomic spectrum to find
housing at a reasonable cost. Add to this the fact that
the prime renter cohort for co-living units today, which
consists mostly of educated millennials in high-skilled
jobs, is also heavily burdened with student debt and
has a less favorable view of homeownership than
previous generations, and it is easy to see why the coliving model has appeal.

Co-living platforms are seizing on this opportunity
by offering living arrangements that combine smaller
private spaces (bedrooms and bathrooms) with shared
communal areas and facilities (kitchens, dining and
living areas) at a lower cost and often with more
flexible lease terms than traditional rental housing.
Additionally, although the level of services and
amenities varies across different platforms, most offer
a range of services – utilities, housekeeping, gyms,
etc. – that can be managed through an online portal
or smartphone app. As with the co-working model,
the co-living concept aspires to create a sense of
community among residents, which operators seek to
cultivate through hosted events and activities. Given
the small size of the co-living market today and the
lack of workforce housing inventory in most markets,
co-living platforms do not appear to represent a
material threat to traditional apartment demand in the
near term. However, as the sector grows and evolves
and co-living becomes a more viable alternative for
a broader spectrum of renters, traditional apartment
owners will likely face increasing pressure to at least
provide a similar range of services and convenience.
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The Blockchain Wave
A third wave of the digital revolution is only beginning to make inroads into the real
estate business, broader economy and investment markets, but it too will have a profound,
transformative impact. Specifically, distributed ledger technologies such as blockchain
have the potential to revolutionize real estate transactions and management. For many
people, blockchain is synonymous with Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency that uses blockchain
to manage and process transactions between users without a “trusted” intermediary. But
blockchain is a more generic application of a digital distributed ledger, or decentralized
database, that can be used for all kinds of transactions and recordkeeping. A blockchain
provides a single source (replicated across multiple nodes or locations) of authenticated
and immutable records or transactions, the “blocks,” that can be accessed by as many users
as desired.14 To be added to the “chain” (database), new “blocks” (records) are validated by
the network using encryption to confirm that all details of the transaction, including all
parties, are consistent across all nodes.
The key advantages of blockchain are:

A The security of the records, which are authenticated and immutable.
A The transparency of the distributed ledger, which allows users to access the data
across multiple synchronized nodes.

A The efficiency of having a single authenticated source, rather than multiple copies stored
on centralized databases in different locations, that does not require an intermediary
or clearinghouse for verification.15
These attributes are particularly attractive in the real estate industry. Real estate is a
notoriously capital-intensive business, which means that it is also transaction-intensive and,
therefore, record-intensive. Virtually every aspect of owning, managing and transacting
real estate assets involves legal documents and records – e.g., title deeds, mortgage
documents, leases, vendor contracts – that typically involve agreement and verification
among multiple parties. In addition to the often complex and high value transactions
when acquiring, selling or financing assets, managing assets involves frequent transactions
in the form of lease payments, mortgage payments and recurring expense items.
In theory, all the records and transactions associated with an asset can be digitized and
recorded in blockchain, providing a single, authenticated and immutable source available
to all parties simultaneously. Perhaps the most basic example involves recording legal title
in blockchain. Although practices for recording ownership of real property vary across
different jurisdictions, the benefits of having a single, verified record of title (with fully
auditable history) are compelling everywhere. In the U.S., for example, title searches are
labor-intensive and costly and are just one step in what is often a complex process involving
multiple parties with necessarily high standards of verification. A digital title blockchain
not only would reduce the time and cost associated with transactions and financings, but
also would provide a high level of transparency to all parties involved and greatly reduce
the potential for fraud and human error.
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14.

Bitcoin, for example, is a public ledger and can be
accessed by anyone, but other applications could
be private and limited to any number of users.

15.

“Profiles in Innovation: Blockchain, Putting Theory
into Practice,” The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc.,
May 24, 2016

Although it is still early in the adoption of blockchain in commercial real estate, a new class of startups backed
by large and growing sums from venture capital firms is working to build applications on top of the blockchain
that have the potential to transform real estate management and investment. For example, several platforms are
developing “smart contracts,” applications encoded with terms of a contract to facilitate transactions on the
blockchain, designed to streamline transactions for everything from lease payments to transferring ownership.
Other platforms are seeking to “tokenize” assets – i.e., fractionalize ownership into units, or security tokens, on the
blockchain. Security tokens can then be traded seamlessly using smart contracts or can be programed to deliver
specific components of return such as shares of cash flows from rental payments.16
As promising as blockchain, smart contracts and tokenization might be for improving the efficiency, transparency and
security of the real estate industry, there are several hurdles to overcome that could delay or preclude broad adoption
of most applications. The highly fragmented and opaque nature of the private real estate market that is a prime reason
for many of the opportunities to apply distributed ledger technologies also creates significant challenges. The lack
of uniformity across and within markets will require broad cooperation to develop the industry standards and

16.

“Blockchain in commercial real estate: The future is here!”, Deloitte, 2017
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protocols that will be necessary to digitize records and
transactions. To the extent incumbents’ market position or
profitability may be threatened by blockchain innovations,
cooperation on the scale needed may take a long time to
achieve. Additionally, any innovations involving contracts and
legal documents necessarily raise statutory and regulatory
questions that must be addressed.
The three waves of the digital revolution presented here
omit some significant areas of innovation. Artificial
intelligence and machine learning are leveraging big data
to improve analytics and decision-making, and advances in
augmented and virtual reality technologies are moving into
the mainstream with applications in a range of businesses
(e.g., construction and retail) that could directly affect real
estate. However, the three waves highlighted here illustrate
the profound changes that technology has set into motion in
the real estate industry and broader economy. Two related
themes that emerge from the changes over the past two
decades include:

A The ongoing shift toward customization in the use and
design of space and the relationship between owners
and occupiers.

A Increasing operational intensity in managing assets as
business models evolve and tenants demand a higher level
of services and amenities. Both themes will require greater
expertise and more active management to ensure assets
remain competitive.
Looking ahead, the flywheel effect of tech innovation – i.e.,
change accelerating change, accelerating change, etc. –
means that the next waves of the digital revolution have the
potential to radically alter future use and design of many
types of real estate. Broad adoption of autonomous vehicles
and other innovations in transporting people and goods
will create all kinds of opportunities for re-thinking space
currently used by vehicles today, which includes a staggering
amount of space devoted to parking and driving. And further
advances in blockchain applications have the potential
to affect capital flows and the investment process itself.
Encouragingly, while technological innovations will alter the
design and use of and demand for space and disrupt models
for managing and investing in commercial real estate, the
long-term benefits of improved efficiency and transparency
should reward occupiers, investors and communities.
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Closing
Thoughts
While the decade ahead will bring new
challenges, the mega trends highlighted
here will remain prominent features of
the economic and investment landscape
and will play a powerful role in shaping
the opportunities and risks in the global
real estate market.
Population aging: Aging populations
will weigh on growth in most developed
countries and, increasingly, in developing
markets such as China, but will also create
demand for investments that offer secure,
stable income and for properties and markets
that cater to seniors.

1

Low growth and low yield: Economic
growth could surprise to the upside due
in part to tech-enabled improvements in
productivity; but in an aging world heavily
burdened with debt, both growth and
interest rates seem more likely to struggle
to reclaim levels prior to the GFC. That said,
growth will not be evenly distributed or
uniformly weak.

2

Tech Disruption: Technology will
continue to be a disruptive force in the short
term, but it will also remain a critical driver
of both economic growth and innovation.

3

To be successful, real estate investment
strategies will need to adapt to and leverage
technology to navigate the changing
landscape, identify markets and sectors
that will be “winners” in the digital age, and
manage risks.
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